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; Big Four Launches

C HA

Beem And Staff

Schedule Photos;
Begin '41 Index

OCTOBER 10, 1940

PEL

Friday, Oct. 1 1 Henry Seidel Canby
Monday, Oct. 14 Music freshmen
"
required r
Tuesday, Oct. 15 -- Worship service
followed by notices and student
meetings. .'
.

write-up-

to 600 words. All students interested
in trying for a prize should apply at
the Index office in the library building,
The articles will be assigned when
the applicant comes into the annual
office, but they will not need to be
written until early next semester. Everyone on the campus from the lowliest freshman to the head of the English department will be eligible to
compete for a prize.
j

1

1

With a goal of 1900, the annual
Big Four drive will be launched this
year on Sunday, October 20. Every
f acuity member and student will be
personally solicited as has been the
custom in previous years. The faculty
member will be canvassed in their
"feomes by couplesorrSunday, October
20 Between the hours of 2 and 4 p.m.
Students will be contacted in the dormitories from Wednesday night, October1
23 through Friday night, October 29.

The Big Four cabinet headed by
Jim Cannell Has appointed Hal
Streeper chairman of this year's drive
and Jim Mumaw his assistant. An
average pledge of $2.00 is the amount
needed from each student to carry on
Big Four work for the coming year.
The amoimt may be paid immediately, on November 1, or on December
1.

.

'

$1200' which will send Wooster's

rep-

resentative to Ewing Christian College
in India for one year. It isn't definite
at the present time whether this money will keep Bill Alrich, '39 there or
whether it will send a member of the
Class of '41. This question will be

Band Has Places
For New Members
Though' new" band members ' are reporting each week, Director Stanley
Davis still finds places open for more
: members and urges freshmen especially, who play instruments, to see him
about positions in the band.
: Possibilities for a band of full in
instrumentation are great this year. From
the freshman class alone, 47 play
band instruments, while only seven
or eight were lost from last year's

,

dollars
Y.W..
C.A. will receive and $100 will go to
the Y.M.C.A.-.Th- e
Peace League will
have $30 at its disposal, while $70 is
to be used in bringing a speaker to
the campus for the Week of Prayer
The Freshman and Sophomore For-urn- s
are to get $10 for expenses. The
remainder of the total amount will
take care of various running expenses
of the Big Four.-Thesadministration
expenses include the Big Four reception, retreat, freshman letters, postage,
and pictures. These and various other
items total $149.
is-theam-

ount-the

(
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Library Exhibits
Old Manuscripts
In celebration of the 150th year of
printing, the Wooster College library
will present an exhibit of early literary manuscripts and books regarding
the invention of printing. This will
be preceded by chapel talks on October 17 and 18 by Dean Westhafer
and Professor Frederick Moore.
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,"ing6otbaIleamswho

areunable

to bring their own bands. The Orr-vill- e
High School band, two weeks
ago, played for the Manchester College team. '

n

Book-of-the-Month-Clu-

y
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Re-vie- w,

,
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Through the band department this
year, arrangements are being made for
neighboring high school bands to play
at home games in behalf of the visit- -

will have the

l

Cran-dall-

The exhibit will feature several illuminated manuscripts written by the
monks in ' the fifteenth century. Various facsimiles from early books will
also be on display. The case in the
west wing of the library will be opened
so that students and townspeople can
view - those rare books - in American
history known as "Americana". The
institution was founded by Tracy McGregor of Detroit, a philanthropist
graduating class:
and book collector. This noted authorTentative plans are being laid now ity gave' money for this material to
for the band Tag Day, to be held in liberal arts colleges in Ohio which has
Day, taken advantage of the offer.
connection with Home-cominOctober. 26. In addition, three
The library will be open Friday,
football games have been booked October 18, and possibly October 19
for the band to attend, the first of from 7:30 to 10:00 o.m. in order
these being the Case game' at Cleve- that all may have the opportunity of
land, Saturday, October. 12. The band seeing this educational display. Miss
tAe team to
will also accompany
Bechtel, college librarian, will give &
Mount Union and Oberlin.
brief introductory talk explaining the
out-of-tow-

Westminster-Chape-

Drawings Decide
Dales of Dances

Will Announce Winners
Winners of the writing contest will
be announced at a dinner for the
year book staff next spring. The Index
staff will choose members of the Eng
JIM MUMAW
lish department to judge the writings.
Hal Streeper, Bob Edwards, Jean
decided by the Board of Foreign MisAnn
Cotton, and Jo Kibler, the comsions. Fifty dollars goes to Scotts
mittee in charge of organizing the
Run, a project carried on in the minsophomore and junior classes into
ing district of West Virginia.
groups for the Inilexclass pictures,
Sunday." Evening Forum" has" been have
May 2.
assembled the lists and are pregranted $170 to carry out its winter paring a schedule of
Various cfTanges may be made in
pictures for the
program. One hundred and twenty-fiv- e groups
to be taken late next week. the dance program throughout the

is

TheHargesritenrTf-thebudger-

ge
Colle
Migrates
Thoreau
F6rT6mgni To Clevelmd Case
Chooses

honor of receiving one of America's
foremost literary authorities and authors this evening at 8 o'clock when
.Dr. Henry Seidel Canby will lecture
on "Thoreau: the great American In- dividualist". Dr. Canby has been ac
W. Moore.
claimed by all who have heard him as
an extremely witty and brilliant speaker. The American Association of University Women in Milwaukee, Wisconsin has this to say about his lecture
"Henry Seidel Canby was all that we
had anticipated and more ! . . he
spoke clearly and held the keen interDance drawings were held last week est of the audience."
under the auspices of the Student SenThe library has on exhibition in
ate in order to determine dates for formation regarding this outstanding
the various social' and formal dances man as well as several of his books.
to be held throughout the school He is especially interested in creative
year. Dates for the Christmas and and short story writing. Beside being
de- chairmaii cf the
Spring formats have
board of judges of
cided. It will be noted that the junior the
Dr. Can-bProm will be much earlier in the
is a contributor to the Atlantic
year than usual, Nov. 15, and that the Monthly, Saturday Review, Yale
Sophomore" Prom will close the season
and Harper's Magazine......
s
on May 16. The girls living in
Townspeople as well as the student
and Westminster will join with body and faculty of Wooster are corHolden Annex in giving their dance dially invited to hear this lecture.
not-yet-bee-

HAL STREEPER

Number 4

Dr. Henry Canby

Une ten dollar bill, two hve dollar
and five one dollar bills are the Wednesday, Oct. .16 Lecture 'The
prizes which the Index staff is otter'
Invention of Printing" Dean
'
s
which are
Westhafer.
ing for the best
written for the 1941 year book. Art Thursday, Oct. 17 Lecture
"The
icles will vary in length from 300
Making of Books" Frederick
(
-

bills,

Before thaK however, the comolete
list of groups will be posted on the
bulletin board in Kauke so that stu
dents who wish to make last minute
changes may do so.

Take Class Pictures
The picture schedules will be ar
ranged so that, the photographer can
take between 10 and 20 groups in a
series on one day. Most of the class
pictures will be taken in October and

year, but the schedule now stands as
follows:
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1

5

15

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10

Off-campu-

Senate Schedules
Hop In February

Buses Will Take Students

M.S.G.A. Revises

To Game This Saturday

Old Constitution
The constitution of Men's
which hasn't been revised
since its incepjion was the subject of
discussion at the M., S. G. Wk. meeting Tuesday evening in Kenarden
lounge. A committee consisting, of
Fred George, .. Ted Jacob, Harry
Page and Gale Weaner was appointed
to decide what revisions ' should be
made in the document. A report will
be made at the next meeting.
A motion that meetings should be
held every third Monday at 10 p.m.
in Kenarden was adopted. Jim Allar-dic- e
was unanimously elected secretary" of the organization.
Chief Yost of the Wooster Police
department was speaker of the eve
ning. After he had discussed the traf
fic conditions which resulted down
town last year as a result of Hallowe'en antics, it was recommended that
an
vie dance be held on
Thursday eveningOctober-- 4 Cin-o- r.
der to alleviate the condition some
what.
-- Government

Migration Day, Wooster' traditional fall exodus to other places, ha
been ' booked for Saturday, October
1 2, by the
Student Senate, and on that
day buses, automobiles, bicycles, scooters, and maybe pogo-stickewill transport the student body to Cleveland
for the Case game. Two small buses
will ship the band and two larger
ones will accommodate approximately
seventy-fiv- e
students. There will be
a special meal served at 11 a.m. for
those going to the game and all the
buses will load up outside the gym
tickets for the
at 11:30. One-dollround trip and seventy five cent tide--'
ets for the game have been on sale all
week at the desk on the first floor of
the gym.
rs

ar

--

The game will be played at Shaw
high school stadium in East Cleveland
and a section has ,been roped off for
Wooster students. The tickets sold to
students here,' ordinarily sell for $1.10
and do not permit admission to reserved seaU, but only to the roped off
Wooster section. In the evening there
will be a victrola dance here at Bab-A committee of Craig Fabian, Bruce cock Hall beginning at 8 o'dock.
Powers, and Jim Allardice was apThe background on thia riitrf
pointed to investigate the activities of
Sophomore Court, and possibly, to event is colorful and worthy of men-- .
tion. Twenty years ago, on October 8, '
suggest a date for its disbandment.
Wooster had its first official Migration
Freshman open house will be held in
Day and students went to Cleveland
Warburton,. Livingston, Ninth Sec
for the Case game on the ' "traction
tion, and - in each Kenarden section
line" trolley car line. This was then"
on October 18. It is desired that each
the only means, of conveyance to the
freshman visit every section instead of
Forest Gty. In local theatrical cirdes
remaining in any particular one for
that week, Tarzan's Revenge" was
the entire evening.
playing at the old Lyric Theatre and
In this way the freshmen will get "Fi-Fof the Toyshop" was on the
i
to know the upper classmen before
pledging and "Hell-Week- "
begin.
Continued on Page 4
all-colle-
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Holden. Gym.
Junior Prom, Gym.
Fourth, Galpin.

1

Babcock.
Town girls, Babcock.
17
Douglas, Douglas.
Feb. 7 Babcock, Babcock.
Feb...,
Livingston, Galpin.
Feb. 14 Glee club, Babcock.
early November, but a few groups Feb. 28 Third, Babcock.
will not be photographed until some Mar. 7
Hoover, Babcock.
time ciuring the winter. The schedule Mar. 7 All-duGym.
has been planned in this way so that Mar. 14 Ninth, Babcock.
there might be more variety in the Mar. 14 Sixth, Gym.
backgrounds of the pictures.
Mar. 21- -: Warburtoti, Babcock.
Editor Eugene Beem has planned Mar. 21 Second, Galpin
the class Sections in the jinnim! an Apr. 25 Seventh, Babcock.
that there will, be six more paces in Apr; 25 Fifth, Gym.
the sophomore section than there were May 2 First, Babcock. '
in last year's annual, and seven more May 2 Annex, Gym. 1
the junior section. There will be May 9- May Queen's, Babcock.
four of the hve Demon ffrnnni t o May 16 Sophomore
Prom, Gym.
o
r
page in the sophomore section, and
three of the four person groups to a
page in the junior division. Will Help Seniors
Senior section editor Sue Burk- hardt has organized a staff of 17 stu
dents whose duty it will be to help the
seniors arrange for having their
With- - a good- - sized attendancein- photographs taken. Each workervill
be assigned namesof an equal num duding both members and guests, the
college Republican club held one of
ber of last-yestudents.
The workers are Becky Hostetter. its more important meetings of the
Marge Owen, Madeline Howe. lean fall season at Taylor Hall Tuesday
Smeltz, Barbara Hoe. ' Jane Ross. evening. "At the conclusion "of " the
Imogene Bingaman, Barbara Crothers, business meeting, President Bob Thom
Margaret Sherrard, Martha Stark. as stated that the club will observe
Gloria Parker, Alke Shreve, Tillie October 23 as NO THIRD TERM
Walker, Jean Loweth, Jean Coleman, DAY. Mr. Willkie, at the suggestion
Mary L. Greene, and Barbara Baker. of fifty prominent leaders in the po
litical, literary, and business world,
recently proclaimed the 23rd as a day
to be set aside for the celebration of
the American tradition of no third
terms for the presidr-';rpsj8jn- .
s,

17

b,

-

Willkie Club Says
No Third Term"

The Gum Shoe Hop, annual music
comedy, which is written and pro
duced under the auspices of the Stu
dent Senate will be represented as
usual February 21, and 22, 1941. ,
All students, including freshmen,
are eligible to submit manuscripts in
competition for the cash prize of $120,
which will be awarded for the test
one. The deadline is Wednesday, De
cember 11. Professor Frederick Moore,'
Louise Stewart, Jim Blackwood, and
Gale Weaner are the judges of the
contest. Further announcements will
be made in the near future.

Sophomore Men Prosecute and Persecute Freshmen:
Black Robed Women Intimidate Trembling Frosh Girls
U
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Ferm Takes Position
As Editor of Lexicon

m

ti

d.

"knee-knockers-

Art Department

".

.

Display Water

neo-scholasticis- m,

s

'

,
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The next two weeks promise to be
rather, busy; ones for; President tyish-asince, after speaking to a meeting of the Presbyterian Social Union
at Cleveland Tuesday night, he returns for chapel Wednesday morning
only to leave after that for a business
trip to- - Philadelphia. This week-enU'
at MonmouthCol-lege- ,
his Alma Mater, and so he will
be there on Friday and Saturday.
On October 18, the college sponsors a dinner at Wade Park Manor
in Cleveland which marks the beginning of the Sesquicentennial
campaign. Dr. Wilson Compton of Washington, Dr. Arthur H. Compton of
Chicago and Dr. Wiihart will speak.
rt

d

Home-cdmin- g

r

Ml-

:

Prexy Is Planning
Lecturing Itinerary

.1

The guests of the evening were
nr.
Mr. Ira 'Amiet of Apple Creek and
Professor Vergilius Ferm, head of Mr. Seynolds, a member of the Wayne
the college philosophy department, County Young Republican club. Mr.
- a...
"whys and wherefores" of the exhibit has been recently appointed a conAmiet, candidate for .Wayne County
early in the evening.
tributing editor to the forthcoming recorder related his experiences with Bill Havener, class of '41, sentenced by Sophomore Court to the "Rock", on Oct 4, appeared in the guise of '44 co-epublication "Dictionary of Philos- - the Republican party. Mr. Reynblds
Roll-ca- ll
began
The jury has been out but five Honorable Robert Edwards as presid-in- g of
"judge." In charge-o- f xases are at. with each- - girt risings as she ans
extendedan tavftatioiTToHtEelIege minutes and now returns with a un
a comprehensive work devoted to the organization
to attend the speech ' to animous verdict
the prisoner has torneys Bender for the plaintiff and Some were favored with a call to the
Will
definition of philosophical concepts, be given by Mayor Burton of ' Cleve
guilty!
been found
of being a fresh Relph for the defendant. The bail- platform where they might display
ethics, epistemology, logic, philosophy land at the city Opera House Thursman. The sentence Elmer must trace iffs are Jack Emmett and Perry N&r- - their talent for the appreciation of '
Colors of religion, esthetics,
day evening. The college club will his own footprints "in the sands ten. The remaining sophomores serve all present. Several cases of unvmil
Chinese a n d Indian "'philosophy, attend this program in a group. All
honest, unprejudiced versatility may be cited. One partici
of time" on the sidewalk from on the jury-aetc.
It will be the first such work in the those interested in hearing Mr. Bur- Babcock Hall
s
by
,
An exhibition of water-colorcitizens.
pant, after some rather amazing im
to Miller Manor. Poor
Frank N. Wilcox was put on display English language and will "be off the ton Thursday evening are to meet Elmer I but he is not the only criminal
personations of "Rickey the Rodent,
Open Meeting
in the art department at Taylor Hall press in 1941. Contributing editors' at the "rock" at 7:00 p.m. Dick Wal found guilty in spite of splendid
was questioned as to the origin of the
At an open meeting in Douglass name "Squeek" supposing, of course,
on Monday, October 7. Students are have been selected from practically lace has been appointed leader of support and energetie efforts of deinvited to visit the galleries any time every nation. Professor Ferm has been the group that will make the trip.
fense attorney, Jim Relph, several Hall the other evening a suggestion that such a cognomen was in some way
during the day when classes are not assigned work in defining philosophiwas made concerning a ' Freshman connected to aforesaid activities. How-Glen Bryan gave a report on, the other innocent ? victims an averbeing held in the room. The build- cal concepts in the field of religious
Board to act with court that is, have ever, it was learned that our friend
artide in which Mr. WiIlkie chal- age of four a week were forced to
ing is also open in tne evenings until philosophy, ontology and epistemol
the privilege of suggesting ideas and had pursued the study of the violin
lenged President Roosevelt to public accept sentences. Thus far,' no deed
"
ogy.
9 o'clock."
plans and furthering amicable rela- until
neighbors pursued
debate, This concluded the program has been so dark as to merit capital
work
Besides
the
diction
upon
new
tions and between die two dasses. her and that the name resulted from
Twenty-fiv- e
years of painting are
punishment
the
of
evening.
rigorous paddling o f
represented in the display, with at ary, Dr. Ferm has been made a mem
Jay Lehman as hazing director and the tone qualities the was able to
posterior extremity. Several "trials
ber
of the editorial itaff of "Philosleast-- one of Mr. Wilcox's Works havby ordeal" on the rock have been his assistant, Carl Boyer have tenta- produce on her instrument. Othet exophic Abstracts"
an international
ing been painted in each year of that
witnessed by most of student body. tive plans now for stunts and such amples of talent were shown in rendi
Club Admits EleVen These "extemporaneous
period. The series is retrospective of journal, of philosophy devoted to the
game at the tionof "The Indian Love Caff acspeeches gen- for the 'Home-comin- g
the changing thought during that review of new books and significant
half.
companied by tribal war dance of the
erally
vital
such
concern
topic
some
time, and is an example of the effect articles in the philosophical field.
"Sophomore Court for Women call Flat Feet 'The speaking of This
Seven new members of the Men's as: "Why I Am So Beautiful," "Pop-ularit- y
of change on one person. The style
with
Plus Personality," or "The Per- ing you are to appear before this Little Piggie Went to Market
Glee club .were admitted in recent
of the later paintings is quite different
delightfully
colorful
motiqjns
waa
p
build-uawesome
Specimen"
fect
group
Saturday
according
Paul
morning
by
Stewart,
With
at
tryouts,
a
to
from that of the earlier ones accord- College Pledges
An astonishing
be and
Due president of the organization. ' Those Chas. Adas. Pantomimes are another 10 o'clock in Kauke basement
ing to the trend of the times.
exhibition of culinary art was accomwho gained entrance to the dub are form of torture for public as well as there! ! I"
Three pictures were painted this
plished by one who "scrambled like
Students who signed up to pay Stanley Fisher, Kenneth Havaric, performer. "
:. jf:
Promptly at 10 the 13 black-robeyear, and some) are not completely their pledge dues this year are re D wight ' Hanna, Bob Kendall,. Andy
Edwards judge
judges filed into the dimly lighted an egg.
finished, being still in the "sketched" minded of this by the treasurer's of Lowry, Bill Lefevre, and Haines Reich- Regular sessions of Sophomore court chambers and took their places in
Then too, there is a practical aspect
"ysz-" are
fice. ' .1:-stage.
:.v
el.
held in Kenarden Lodge with the
e
.before a hushed audience
"
(Coanauxi ea
4)
over-excitab- le
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Murdocl. Sut Burkhardt,

Gene

Wilder, Loft Putman.
Beth Dufiield.

' REPORTERS

Martha Stark, BobbieRobinaon. Betay Roaa,
Barbara Baker, Mary Ellen Park. Betty Houliaton. Grace
Ohki, Jean Hudion, Betty Martin, Elinor Ehrman, Ralph
Crider, Bob Laubach, Mary Louiae Greene. Dorothy
Rickarla, Doria Anderaon. Eileen Bieaty. Eileen Palmer.
Dorothy Magee, Betty AlacPhee. Alice Jean Shreve, Betty
Byera. Margaret Stewart, Dorothy URoe, John Knapp,
,
Roberta Kingman, Jim Rowe, Jane Rogers. .
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Sophomore courts have been holding forth.

We haze in the fall and we haze in the spring.
This seems to us to be overdoing things somewhat. It is difficult enough to become
to college life withoutthe. haranguing
by the upper classes
Good, clean fun in moderation never hurt
anyone but there comes a time when enough is
enough. M.S.G.A. is. now investigating the
possibility of a change. We sincerely hope that
either the fall session or the spring session 2s

nt,

accus-tome- d

;
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'
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To Lighter Things We Drift . .
that the Senate may not find
manuscripts
any Gum
comes to present the annual, student written,
and directed musical production. We'd like to
suggest that we know of a very capable team
if they could be persuaded to repeat their
former success. Not that we are encouraging
monopolies but we think they ought to get
.
their heads together.
But then there are numerous other students
capable of writing excellent productions. Now
is the time to 6tart working on it. Your chances
are as good as the next fellow s.

It
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SUNDAY, OCTOBERlT7""".'""""
7:00 Sunday Evening Forum.
-- ...Taylor
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14
-- 7:30 Meeting of the Ohio Federation
of Musical Clubs .
.Chapel
..Dr. Olthouse's
8 : 00 Phi Sigma Iota
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15
4:30-- 5 :4J Women's Chorus-Low- er
Kauke
7:00-8:3Men's Glee Club..Lower Kauke
'
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
'
:00-Board
J
J
W.A.A.
meeting
:4
J
--

0

7 ;00-8- :

30

7:30'10:30

J

.

Lower Babcock

MenV Glee Club..Lower Kauke
Women's Chorus....i....Chapel
Dance Board meeting
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Athenian Room

Twenty-twcolleges and universities in the United States own radio
broadcasting stations. At present, Ohio State University is the only Ohio
institution now operating a station. Wooster College's old station, WABW,
was discontinued in 1927. Its transmitting tower is still standing behind
'
Taylor Hall.
o

.

A Columbia University professor, Dr. Goodwin Watson, estimates that
college graduates are ten times as disposed toward radicalism as those who.
haYenisJiednJythe eighth grade. In a paper before the American'
Psycholocigal Association, Dr. Watson reported that definability to
seems to have little to do with a college graduate's leaning toward radicalism. The ten to one proportion holds true among employed and -unemployed college graduates alike.
-- .
.-

bury 60.:
.

-
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"When a man bites a dog that's news." If
this be the case the Voice should at least make
mention of Professor Ellsworth's offer to give
apples to students who would come to visit
him at his house.

GOL.F

-

Coach Boles said, "Keep your eye on the ball.'
But I never do things right.
And yet he congratulated me
When I knock it out of sight.

r

.

'm1

anti-facis-

were controlled

:

m

Pan-Americ- an

.

Mefz Establishes
Conserv in 1882

:

A Los Angeles City College show recently featured such stars as Mischa
er, Jean Parker, Nan Grey, Dennis Day, Jon Hall, Fanny Brice, and Leo
,lo. The show was a benefit for the College's camps for underprivileged

ii

.

i:

by students. Pro
fessors were fined for being absent without permission or. for being late to
classes. If a professor lectured overtime, all the students promptly got up
and wjrtked out.
L
:
;
.

,.r.

lege youth. The majority believe in
military training for the defense of
By DICK MILLER
our country. No class of youth is more
WOODY HERMAN, tired of the patriotic o r loyal t o these United
nine year lasting popularity of "Star-dust- " States." ,
has recently written a tune of
Conscription Distasteful
his own which he will substitute for
"Conscription should be hated," dethe Carmichael composition. WOODY clared the Brown University Daily
calls his new brainstorm "Sawdust". Herald, "but it should not be shunned.
Born to the Wooster College cam- We should use it in the same way we
pus is a new swing band dubbed the use a dangerous and distasteful medi"CRUISERS". The outfit made its cine when the body must be protected
professional debut at the second All- - from fae onslaught of a deadly dis- College last Saturday . evening and
really made a hit with the dancers.
Analysis of nationwide collegiate
Sure, they had a few ragged edges opinion reveals considerable support
which experience will polish but they for tne view expres5e by fae Alligator
also had that something which might at ,e University of Florida: "Con- be called zest and spirit that accom- - ,ctiption is a sacrifice worth making
panies youth and merits recognition. JO iong
je con5cripte defend
Maxie Albright the kid who thumps not 0Sttid, invade or seek to conquer,
the drums is a promising master and Echoing this warning is the Dart- the vocals of Martha Dunnham make mouth, which fears "there may be a
for smooth listening, In alLthecrew danger in the spirit that runs through
has possibilities so let's give them all ic kll.. If we do not intend to find
best wishes for who knows? We may our own war we haj fast keep the
fact ;n mjnj jf our
of war
or GOODMAN outfit starting here against the principles of fascism is
.
.wider pur very, noses.
sincere, it would do no harm to fight
Marching
LOPEZ
it at home with action and hot words.
VINCENT
beaten-u- p
A
senorita
to
Jehovah's Witness makes
for a South American
unconvincing
with
band.
his
copy for an
and
rumbas
sing
tangos
crusade'
he
girl,
says,
seeking
the
is
LOPEZ
good
A.C.P.
as "a gesture of
will and because there has been an
unmistakable trend in the direction of
Latin rhythms. Here's your chance all
songstresses. Just acquire
ye would-b- e
for yourself a Cuban accent and mail
Fulfilling a long-feneed on the
a recording of your best warbHng,
together with your name and address campus of the University of Wooster,
'
Spanish preferred and the tops from the Conservatory of Music was first
two cbcoanut trees to LOPEZ, New. established here in 1882 under the direction of Professor Carl Merz. After
York.
Irony The Ink Spots now famous it was added to the curriculum, it developed side by side with the liberal
Negro quartet whose recordings are
'
consistently best sellers, return to the arts department, until today they are
equal
basis.
Paramount Theatre in New York this on an
As
the
department became
music
this
year.
month for the third time
more
and
more
prominent
in the acthe
A few years ago every man in
of the students, it became
tivities
sweepand
brass
group was polishing
necessary to find a better place in
ing floors at the same place.
which to cary on the work. There
New tune Lionel Hampton's "Jiv-iwere no good facilities for practicing,
With Jarvis" which is dedicated and a need was felt
for more rooms in
to Al Jarvis, who handles the "Make which to give lessons.
In 1896, CapBelieve Ballroom" in Hollywood. The
tain J. H. Kauke generously gave his
tune clicked so well that Jimmie magnificent residence and grounds for
Lunceford had an arrangement scored the home
of the Conservatory. The
and used it at the Casa Manana. Now carriage house was transformed
into a
the tune is popping up everywhere.
practice house, eliminating confusion
in the main building, although it was
still much in evidence in that neighborhood.
"The aims of the Conservatory are -to enable the student to hear and appreciate classical music and study under the best professional training; to.
prepare musicians to render a service "
to society equal to that of any other
ion; to education teachers of
music, and to train musicians for the
service of the church.
The Conservatory is not a departIN YOUR OPINION SHOULD
ment of music, but rather a college of
DAILY CHAPEL BB MADE
RATHER THAN RE- music made up of nine distinct de
partments. Its increasingly high stand- QUIRED AS IT IS NOW?
Jane 'Elliott, '44i Optional chapel ard ot scholarship is annually becom- should atjeastbe given a trial. in8 more widely known by other
and J?8e!an1 educators jhroughout the
can be both worth-whil- e
a place for relaxation between class- - cu"7- - Many of its graduates haye
e( a place where one can direct won valuable scholarships by compet- examinations at such outstanding
studies,- - bur the-- ve
- hi7thdughts-fro- m
institutions
as Curtis School of Music
value of this morning service wiH
Philadelphia,
a n d-- 1 h e Julliard
never be gained, while it is com- School
of
Music
New York City. .
in
pulsory. To make optional chapel a
speaker
should study
success, the
his audience " and' choose subjects
e e
. e
that will be interesting and beneficial to them.'
.
RSEY,

-

In medieval times, many universities

.
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JapanesVClosure of Burma Road
Brings War Threat io United Stales
Sometime last year this column ven- tured a prophecy that this country
was closer to war with Japan than
either , or both of her European
counterparts. Our relations .with the
country of the ambitiously rising sun
are going from bad to wojseso quick- ly that it takes the radio to heft 'tip
with the primeval war dance being
subsidized by their foreign office a
dummy of the war department. The
furore is all over American insistence
that the Burma Road be kept open
'
and British acquiescence.
is the latest in a series .of
steps during which the Japanese have
been gaining control of the Far East.
The methods employed make Hitler"
look" like an advocate of honej?"-,-.- ;
international law. The choice now
supposedly offered this country is be- tween blockading or not blockading
Japan. This is another way of saying
we have a choice of making or
not making an act of war against
Japan. There are many times that an
intermediate economic measure will al- leviate the necessity of measures '"short
of war" but nevertheless leave one
teetering on the brink of it Utt itv
'
vestigate.

est order yet for scrap iron to build
ghipj maldng a
ocean navy ne jM.
saiy Ift the week
our gtate De.
partment protested the closing of the
French railroa from Haiphong into
Yunnan we soW Japan .enough fuel
tQ (ake a fleet fromJ;iainan t0 Haip- hong t0 see
her "inspectors"

n'

mpectfy ,eive4"W''tne'roat
kept

ose

At the

time

ell HuU ga;d he objected to

the doi- jng of the Bufma Road; japaneM

"

factories were working overtime on
American ferro-alloyAmerican cop- per; American chemicals, and Amer-Thi- s
ican lea to make ammunition for the T
eXDeJition
Hon Kon. in ,aM
flflinst
.
t,
0
0
the road was not closed.
U. S. Sells to Japan
probable that tire ship
highly
:If4
that hastily evacuated American and
Britijh wome a n d chUdren from
Hong Kong
unloaded at Yoko,
hama American materials to slaugh-thchildren,
ter tho$e ,ame women
And yet we find today that Wash-- ,
ingtorl is wavering on decisions that,
i made one way have every poMi.
biIity of puttin-in war with japan
A war that would be fought eight
thousand miles away - with . material. a
that we understand are not up to the
Japan Tries to Oust IJ. S.
job and with an army made up to a
If Japan moves "inspectors" into large degree of unwilling conscripts.
Indo-Chinit would be deplorable. It seems to many that our govern
If Japan forces a harassed Britain ment is accepting any way open tx- - to close the Burma Road, it would be cept the sensible ones,
another shameful "Munich"; but we
In 1937, Japan got 54.4
of her
could only voice our. disapproval. She total war materials fromus, in 1938,
may continue to seal the ports of 57.1. In October 1939 after the
China, exterminating by daily bomb- - outbreak of the World ,War II, these"
ing the legal government of China, jumpd 21
so that by the end of
and it will be consider
dreadful, the year Japan had gotten
s
Japanese fascism swings into the sad- - of her entire war materials from this
die with an avowed program of driv- - country. Many people believe that
ing the U. S. out. Companies no long- - the war strengthened her position, but
er will permit dependants to enter it so happens that Japan previously
the war zone. Japan plans to wreck had bought a third of her war neces- . . our billion
dollar trade and confiscate itie Jf pom Europe, and that market
a quarter billion dollar capital invest- - has been closed, leaving the U. S. as '
ment to say nothing of cutting off the only possibility. Two figures are
access to our rubber, tin, Coconut oiL enough elaboration. In 1937, Japan'
hemp, and five or six other hecessi- - bought 62 of her petroleum in this
ties. The Philippines are but a minor country; that figure is now
part in the greater plan. We gagged Scrap iron went from 88 to
at the hypocrisy of a new "order" in
Sole Source of Supply
East Asia, but swallowed the lie of
Nor is there .anyone else left to
our inability to stop the outrage. We supply her, with the British melting
chose to close our eyes while Ameri- - lamp posts to make munitions. Yet we
can industry supplied. Japan with the feel our only" redress is action verging
very weapons with which they are now on war, when if we would only cease
threatening to drive us out.
. . ...supplying Japan, she would find it im- In the very week that Congress pass- - possible to fight anything including
dollar naval appro- - the insidious doctrine of democracy,
. es the ten billion
priation bill, Japan1, placed the larg- - Strange people, these Americans.
s,
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athletics. However Radio Station WTAM
more than exonerated the sixth city when they
announced that Wooster had beaten GettyS'

-- i

thr

"

--

two-third-

Douglass
Babcock
Vic dance..7-;r-r
Migration Day Case in Cleveland

.

SUPPER-BREA-

tfS"

FOR ILLINOIS.

IN THE EARLY CAYS
MEALS USUALLY O0NSISTED OF:
BREAKFAS- T- BREAD AND BEER
DINNER-- 1 LB. MEAT

jfI

I

P0LX-92i- fif

,

The news that the college wis cooperating
with the come'to'Cleveland movement this
weekend came as a surprise to most people.
For. years .Wooster students have been, com'
plaining about the way the Cleveland Plain
Dealer has handled the accounts of Wooster

Social dancing.Xower

7:00-8:3- 0

At WmR

FKSWAEH

a,

'Just who did win the battle of Gettysburg?

11

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
7:00-8:0-

The history prof explained to the class that
in the 17 century, American transactions were
accomplished by the barter system, students
usually paying their tuiti6n in corn.
"""Time marches on and in the 20th "century,
collegians work their way through school
playing in dance bands.

,:

Felknvship
Lower Babcock

ld

V.ftftHN65

.

--

Lower Kauke
Chapel
Henry Seidel Canby.
Kenarden and off campus clubs'
open house for all freshman men

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

',One may also find a collection of old hon-or- s
papers on file in the lib. One of' these
digits in the sum total of man's knowledge is
entitled "Big Fleas Have Little: Fleas".
By the appearance of the social calendar
I would say this was a heyday for hay rides.

j

8:00
9:1 J

-

.

Men's Glee Club

0

The library now has on display, an abridged
copy of the English Blue Book. It is distuv
guished by a bright orange cover.

;

College Appointments
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10
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Is it to protect lis from a possible invasion
from Hitler? Mili'
or is it to protect the British
'
Germany, Italy,
feel
still
that
tary authorities
size
in
to three of our
equivalent
and Japan,
difficult
to control
bit
find
a
would
it
states,
the United States and its 120 millions of pec
"pleeveTTwlthoutrarmed resistance
Then whv are we taking 400,000 young men
-f- rom their colleges and jobs to train them for
no apparent reason? Will the good imbued"
by rigorous training offset the disillusionment
of these men when they return to their former
employers for the job they left a year ago?
This 'hysteria of the intelligensia' has led
us to a 'peacetime' conscription evidencing
on every side. Was not the sale of 50
destroyers to the British a declaration of war
itself?
Why have we not needed conscription since
the last war? If military training is necessary
to the building up of an- able'bodied nation,
could it. not be carried on as a part of our
scholastic curriculum? Why must it be done
in a limited period of time if it is peaceful
measure? Surely fte have no desire to indulge
in the massacre of the human race. ,

Back to Wooster

BOOTED

und

Why Conscription?

neu-tralit-

,)

'-aro-

and-Caseia-

it

Off Beats

d

'

JiL.

,

,

oil

.

'the

.

--

;

Marty

Halt

.,,,,

ti.

"i
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Edbliabadial883.
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since hut spring. Many who were
hand
snul. a. they run
opposed to comcription are now i
pocket
reel
place
that
the
in their
A.1
efavor oft the
j m The Athenaeum
l draft.
,to
P
profits.
But
w"l
those
hold
fat,
juicy
l
t
--also observes-tha.
American youth "
. , . ' ..
. ,
,
ffOWpasrdemv
addsTftar
Xexan
the
e
i
.
Ham 11V
" .V.. gwWfAW
onstrations of patriotism on the camen-- ,
its
spend
would
rather
land and
pus, it is evident that all students
ergy in friendly rivalry of sports.
will answer the call and that they will
Favor Conscription
be glad to defend their country."
At Louisiana State ' university, the While admitting it is 'natural
,
enough
that some college men should
j
r
hdence
?
,
,
,
to our congressional leaders
.
,
.
favor
the draftf law, the College
not
i
.i
6
who finally secured passage of the
c
Exponent at Mayville N.D.J State
.
Teachers college warns the public not

I

get'to-gethe-

Official atiihm publirarioa ol The CoUaa of Wooatar.
MGahd atoakhr dure the school yoar.

conscription bill. Why should we not
have selective service when the , imminent black clouds of war are shadowing every phase of liberty designed
peoples?" At East
by peace-lovin- g
Texas State Teachers college, the East
munitions
Texas believes that

Wooster, among other .colleges, has
become conscription and otherwise
militaristic minded over the Sumner
Comment of the Daily Athenaeum at
West Virginia university is typical:
''Strangely enough, the concensus on

THREE COUNTIES AND
CITIES IM ORDER.'
METROPOLITAN
TO REACH THEIR
HDMb REU.
KEZAR JTAWUfA, SAN WWXD!
TrtSPUGH

the Cruisers really swung out at the second
dance and, because of the game
portions
away,
of the floor could be seen now
and then from the balcony. By the by
o6steTweatheT(raiii) seems toave-fhpped- '
up this year..
Leafing through scribbled notes, lcame
counacross this week's schedule hmm-- ra
the air
r
seems to
sellors'
today. All the counsellors ancT their groups
will meet for a picnic supper- in Citf Park.
I hope die freshmangirls get good advice,
they've done a hvdf talking over food these
davs
Is Wooster internationally minded? If one
looksxirfat the World Fellowship party this
think himself in a
, Fjiday night he will
.Babcock basement
world.
7 cross- - sectionofthe
will be lined with booths of evenmationr
Some dressed in the styles of the continent
will lend color to the affair. Movies will add
to the fun. All are invited to come with or
without dates 7:30 to 10:30.
When one gets an eyeful of the date book
he would think that Woosfor this week-enter lacked vim, vigor, and vitality; but those
little words, Migration Day, mean a busy
week-enin themselves. Wooster and Case
push each other
the football field Sats
Wooster
urday afternoon,
will push their .dates around the' floor
on Saturday night at the Case dance to be
held in Cleveland. Someone remarked that
it will be fun to see familiar faces in a strange
place.
r
home
won't be comThose who remain at
pletely forgotten. Saturday night after hearing
how the game came out, those mWooster
may celebrate or drown their sorrows, which
ever it may be," in the music of the masters.- A vie dance will be held in Babcock from 8 to
11 p.m. It wilt be a good hancetatr jout that
new step.
May weintroduce- - the - "Trump8"icom'-pose- d,
at present, of fifteen upperclass girls.
Encouraged by the present four clubs and '
aided by the interclub council, these girls have
elected officers, handed their charter into the
faculty to be approved, and are ready for action? Margaret Ellis, Ruth Lamborn, and Jean
and secHudson are president,
retary of the "Trumps" respectively.
"Trumped" are Mary Wilcox, Janet Roby,
Betty Dodds, Bunny Leach, Billie Rhodes,
Dorothy Blessman, Jean Caroll, Mary Smuck-er- ,
Jane Cotton, Barbara McConnel, Virginia
Lee, and Barbara Johnston.
Lo, and here are fifteen more clubbites
the "Dominoes". Ada Frances Trecartin, Eunice Maclnnis, Mary Elizabeth Johnston; Gret-cheJohnson, Mary Margaret Bell, Mary Bell
Kuegle, Dorothy Reed, Helen Dayton, Barbara
Rugen, Martha Milburn, and Dorothy Robbins
are the "spots". Officers Mildred McClellan,
president; Julia Brockman,
Jane
Ross, secretary, and Annette Williams,
All-Colle-

Polls Show ;Vide Variety of Opinion
OnConscri lion in Other Colleges

OT. MABVS CCAJJFO GHDOERS
TRwEL OVER, 20 JWLEJ OF
LAND, 20 MILES OF WATER. AND FAS?
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CAMPUS CAMERA

Last Saturday would have been a perfect
stalwart men
Haw fnr a fnnthall trame. but-cus
stayat-homeWe
Gettysburg.
were battling in
better
something
to
lack
study
of
for
had to

lWdoer7-Mii- o
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Letters to
. . the Editor

Don Hoff, '43: No! School spirit depends largely upon just such daily
associations are are found in organized chapel services.
Treva Allison, '42: Chapel should be
made more optional. Students, I be-

Dear EditorT"
Most of us have contributed to the
Red Cross with a feeling of delight
because we knew that our money was
going to help victims of disaster.
Most of us also know what it is to
lieve would be much "more" atteh-- "
increase Sunday School funds for
tive and really gain more cultural the
support of orphanages, or to add
background if permitted to attend rhythm
to the march of dimes or to
chapel services whenever they desire
help scout groups.
to do so.
But we don't experience that same
-Janet Dow, '43: Yes definitely
philanthropic Reeling -- about asking
the program is of no personal in- - 0ur parents for W. S. G. A. dues,
terest, no one listens anyway and For what noble cause goes our
s
of much more value to spend Ws? To help print hand books,
to
the time studying in the lib than be represented at a delegation, to
m a chapel pew.
,ring one more Ipeaker t0
campus,
Jim Wise, '41 No I On the basis of to add more books to the tea house
eighteen cuts I think the student shelves. A lot of us don't think we're,
is given enough leeway. Chapel is. getting a dollar's worth.
'
7 "(
part of the, inevitable of Wooster
Yours truly,

rIf

dol-it'-

1

1
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with which we can cooperate,

'

S. M. "'
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Harriers
Gettysburg Opening Thrust ToChoose
Open Season
Beats Scrappy Scot Eleven At Case Saturday
'

Dad's Day Crowd

.

,

uoiauccumu
GEBHAEDH
In the first ten play of the ball
game, the Scott were defeated at
Gettysburg, Pa., 6 to 0, before a Dad'i
Day crowd of approximately 3,000
last Saturday, afternoon. The oppon-

,

The

HN

"J

mmtm.t

ents' only touchdown was scored by
an 65 yard sustained drive led by Joe
Stock, Gettysburg's backfield ace, who
threw two forward passes to set up the
,
.
. .
home team i toucnaown marcn.
Wooster showed tome excellent defensive plaY by tilrning back six serious Gettysburg threats. The Scotsmen
took the ball on downs from the Bullets three times witStn the Wooster 20
yard line during the final quarter.
-
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The harriers have been left with
out a captain, as Bruce' Powers ui taking the new aviation course. He is a
man and the only letterman
who had promised to run. He may be
able to race yet if he can arrange to
take his flying lessons in the morning
hours and so be free to practice in the
afternoon. His return would give the
team a vital boost, but if he is not able
to run, he will be the third letterman
from last year who is not running this
year. Doug Walline and Let Thomas
are the two other
who
have given up the sport. .

6,

The runners deserve a great deal of
credit for their ' Interest inth'Opor
Coach Munson gives them hit advice
at odd moments at he helpt coach the
line of the football squad. The men
on the squad are left almost entirely
to their own devices as they jog over
the long course. And those hills get
to be plenty steep after two or three
miles! A harrier is entirely on hit own
as he follows the tough course. There
is no crowd to cher him along, That's
a small reward for him after a four
milHe run.
--

Munson did not give the time for
the trials, but said that it was excellent

3--

7.

5-- 9.

8--

6.
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WoosterTheatro

v

Kate"
Ditch
SPAGHETTI-O-

Sunday Nights at

The SHACK

Y

Q
LH
RH

Miller

ITALIAN

One Big. Feature
FRIDAY-SATURDA-

form.

Wallace Berry In

n

Sherman
'

Stock

Sohnleiter

Shoemaker
Wiebusch
JFB- Wooster substitutions: Sproull, Shinn,
Eicher, Drysdale, Evans, ColwelL
Hoge, Hurlbut, Balloon, Healy,
Clay, Shriver, Baum.

in
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SUNDAY-MONDA-

Y

"The; Howards of Virginia"
.

With Gary Grant

"

TUESDAY

2L
SOMETHING

It can't happen here
Boone County Jamboree

On Our Stage
WED. - THURS.
Ann Southern In
"Dulcy"

0.

;

and-Seventh-

-as

,

"
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Women Schedule

,

--

pile-driv-

er

Build Tennis Courts

Behind Kenarden

9,

y v

w

FOOTBALL

w

v

-

GAME

CROSS COUNTRY MEET

AT CASB

2.

post-gam-

SATURDAY, OCT. 12

one-hundre-

for the first running over the new
course.

The distance is about the tame as
that of the old course, but additional
hills have made the course one of the
toughest in this area.

Adds Soccer io

The boys on the squad will be trying
'
to bring the Big Six championship
back to Wooster after last year's disastrous season. The Scots took the title
in 1938 but Powers was the only letterman who returned last year, so the ber of men taking
part in athletics
squad this year is in the same fix.
at Wooster, soccer was introduced this
Everybody should be pulling for these
fall. Although It varsity team could
unsung heroes as they lift the lid of
not be afforded, the athletic departtheir 1940 schedule.
ment felt that enough enthusiasm
The race next Saturday will be run could be worked up to form an interat Wade Park and starts at twelve class league. The games are to be
noon. Not very much is known of the played on Saturday mornings but
prospects of our opponents, but in a from the turnout last Saturday it aprace of this length anything can hap- pears that the leisure loving gentlepen.
men from Kenarden prefer kicking

Fall Program

Gridders Touch Up
Offense

For -- Case

Offense is the keynote at the Scott
prepare for Saturday's Migration tilt
with the Case Nough Iiders at Shaw
field in Cleveland. Coach Swigart has
expressed great concern over the failure of his team to show any scoring
punch at Gettysburg, although he-i- s
satisfied with the defensive showing
'

made.

H. LAHM

W

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

The Wooster team can be counted
on to shower the Rough Riders with
a pass' barrage if the ground game is
thwarted. The wide open type of footGame
Directions
ball seems to be what the light Scot
team will use to overcome this handi'
cap.
.'."
. Since it it necessary to change the
site of the Migrr
Day game, direc
So far lady luck hat been with the
tions to Shdw stadium may prove
'
team in regard to,, injuries, for the
helpful to those who ate unfamiliar
squad will be at full strength, with
with Cleveland. From the Public
the possible of exception of Ray HudsSquare go east to Shaw Avenue. Turn
on,- letterman end, who suffered, a
Iert'at Shaw Avenue "aKd drive one-ha- lf
wrenched knee at Gettysburg.
mile. Saw stadium accommoThe team will not play at home date! 19,000 people, and reservations
until the Home-comin- g
game with may be made at the Wooster Ath
letic department office.
Muskingum on October 26.

Tasty, Toasty

BLUE WILLOW RESTAURANT
Next to Wayne County Bank '
DINNERS

''
bed clothes to 'soccer balls.
Coach Hole, disappointed in last
Saturday's turnout, has been considering two plans to lure the Wooster
student to the soccer field. His. first
plan is to construct a field between
the first tee of the golf course and the
road. If this plan is carried out the
soccer games will be played at the
same time as the touch football games.
Plan- - R;;...t. xwo is to have the soc
cer games after touch football seasonj
is over. This will make it possible for
participation in both sports. If a
suitable solution as to time and place
can be found, there is litde doubt
that soccer will soon be taking its
place with touch football and soft-ba- ll
in the minds of Wooster men.

1

6-- 3.

U

Intramural touch football it now
well under way 'with ten game alBy JIM CAHHELL
ready played. Fifth pacts the pack
with two top-heavictories. Taird't
victory
them in second
and
have
irkbrought
Drysdale
Toby
a
pot
b
must
Nobody stays at home this week' some memories of his well renowned place, one point behind the pace. The
and. Migration JayJtdgiOormer I rebel forefathers . . . Last Saturday'! County team and Fine boast on vic
yean have always been among the eastern jaunt was more than a pleas tory against no setbacks.
h
encounter! in the football ure .cruise. Athletic director L. C
Fifth showed great power in rolling
schedule, and this year's fray will Boles chartered a bus with a guide
prove no exception. The Rough Riders andlhe gridmen toot a history lesson up eighty points to their opponent's
have been off to a rugged start with about their famous surroundings . . eight, but Third's team hs1ooked
impressive victories over Miami and Pound for pound, everyone on the better defensively, having scored two
Lehigh but Case-Scmeetings are squad will admit that "Little John" shutouts. The highest scoring game
was turned in as Fifth routed Sixth,
"naturals"
both outfits start from Heely throws a wicked block
90-The best battle was between
scratch.
1
.
The irony of it Ray Hudson's knee
they-foug-ht
Third
i Whetr the- - locaHungers-se- tr
ir into buckled vithourTO'muchniu-- a hand scoreless
tie.
their heads to do something en masse, being laid on it . . . For a guy who a
there are no half-wa- y
measures. The had trouble making his high school
The freshman team from Douglass
enthusiasm which is being circulated team, Carl Boyer it showing plenty of has played two of the league's tough
for Saturday's game it highly con- stuff . . . "Scat-faceShinn, tub sig- est teams, and now will be heard from
tagious, and indications point to a nal caller, whistles a mean number for the rest of the season.
full man-powinvasion to Cleveland. in the 60's since he lost his front
At this point it looks like Fifth,
It should be our ambition to put on tooth . . . Talking a good game and Third, and Seventh's defending cham
a loyal demonstration after the piti- showing some results is commendable, pions, with First and the County
ful .exhibition of team backing which but talking a good game without re- teams as dark horses.
was rendered at the Gettysburg send- - sults is intolerable.
SCORES:
off. Note that the site of the game this
First
14
Sixth
0
year will be Shaw Field and not Van
Third
Seventh
0
0
Horn.
Second
18
Fourth
0
Fifth
50
Sixth
0
Those
who
of
will
us
,
are. seniors
County
18
Sl CQfltxi f o
remember well the human
12
Fourth
Inky
6
Case had in its backfield our fresh
Fifth
30
Douglass
8
man year. Ray Mack derived from
18
Sixth
Orahoods 0
Mlcovsky. Yep, he's the same super-ma- n
30.
Douglass
0
A series of interclass swimming Third
who held down a key infield poSecond
36
Inky
0
sition for the Indians this summer. meets is being scheduled with the first
Now, one guy like that in a family meet scheduled for November
2. The
it enough; but when Case's opponents freshmen
will be headed by Marge
heard that he had a younger brother,
they began to wilt. But there's no Danforth; the sophomores by Bobby
cause for alarm. Howard it about six Baker; the juniors by Dot Kuehner;
inches shorter than his brother and the seniors by Jan Roby. Practices are
30 pounds lighter. He attended Case scheduled for Monday
and Wednes- for a while, but was forced to transfer
day nights, 8:30-Saturday
and
A new landmark on the Wooster
t3 Kent State where he is finding
All girls who are in- campus will appear with the building;
plenty of competition for a backfU'd 1 mornings,
terested are asked to si en ud with of two new tennis courts to be ready
spot. That's the way it goes.
their team captain, or at the gym, and by May 1, 1941, under Coach Bole's
supervision, as Director of Afnlenra,
What price glory! Gettysburg to itart practicing.
the new courts are being built mainly
e
freshmen staged a
victory
The tennis tournament is well into to fulfill a need of hard surface courts
rampage to the tune of
d
the second round, and Alfie Gabriel for the varsity tennis team.
dollars which would remove the gloss asks that the girls please
post theit
Located north of Kenarden, the
from any win.
scores
the
on
chart
the
in
gym
as soon
"
two new courts will be double courts
as their match is finished.
with black top surfaces. Early season
About our Black and Golders: The
There is a list posted in the gym practice will be greatly facilitated by
Battle of Gettysburg
1940 edition
containing a complete schedule of the giving the varsity courts on which
year's sports program, including the they can play after it has rained.
names of the heads of the activities,
at well at the datet of each sports seaWATCHES
son. Any of you girls who are interDIAMONDS
JEWELRY
ested in a particular sport which hat
been
hot yet
announced may consult
GEO.
this list to find out just when that
219 E. Liberty
Phone 1035-In an attempt to increase the num- activity it starting.

6--

Snyder

IB

11-1-

--

Tennis Tournament

8--

rs

.-

ND

Studio.

finihejjeMfrdayare

Luther Hall, Paul Totten, Paul Reis,
Dan Miles, Jim Donaldson and Hal
Streeper. Hall, Miles and Donaldson'
are sophomores, while the remaining
three are from the junior class.

.

Ends; Lykes Wins

Photographs

'

on the team and the order
they

letter-winne-

he tossed a lateral to Sohnleiter who
returned the pigskin to their 43 yard
line. Shoemaker hit the" line three
?
: -- I
?l
times ana made a nrst aown, putting
the ball on Wooster's 44. Joe Stock
then threw a pass to Sohnleiter who
.was downed on the 28. Stock made
4 yards on two tries and then, threw
another pass to Sohnleiter, leaving
the ball on the Scots' 3 yard stripe. On
uie licit put,-- ijuiimvkier ivicu iuc
ball on a short side reverse, crossing
the goal line in the corner. Burman
attempted a place kick, but. the Scots
blocked it down, and the scoring for
the rest of the afternoon was finished.
Wooster had a chance to get inta
when big Ray Hudson re
pay-dicovered a fumble by Sohnleiter on the
Bullets' 20 yard marker. Karl Kate
1
.
9
f
i
'
then carried the ball on a reverse,
but he ran into a spray of Bullets and
lost four yards. The Scots then attempted 3 forward passes, but none
were completed, so Gettysburg took
' '
' ' 'iVi'ttl
jtivwAV1-.v.v.,iv.v4lA:'VJv.v,:.
over, on the 24 yard line.
"
Yir
In the second quarter, Wooster's
;
HOTBOT
PGENVCe.
hopes were raised by a 44 yard drive
to within 20 yards of the Bullets' goal
field marker. Harry Ditch gained ' 7 Smith intercepted a Wooster past at
line. This march was started on the
after Wiebusch faked a reverse to the 30 yard stripe and carried the ball
Scot 39. Several Gettysburg off tides
Kate. Ditch ran wide to the left on the to the visitors 23. Bob Prehtice ended
penalties moved the ball over the mid- following play to the Gettysburg 24. that threat by intercepting a forward
He then passed to Wiebusch, losing a past on the 20 yard line, but the gun
yard. Bill Shinn tried a pass, but it was fired, ending the half and Wooswas grounded. He faded back again, ter' t scoring chances.
stopped Gettysfaked, tucked the moleskin under his
The Swigart-me- n
yard
gain.
7
for
another
and
burg
four
timet
ran
arm
in the last period
The Wooster griddert couldn't pene when touchdowns seemed certain. The
trate the line of scrimmage, so they game ended with Wooster on her own
lost the ball to Gettysburg on downs. 12 after stopping a threat about 30
The Bullets had a chance to score yards out.
vi
before the half ended, when Roge
Bullets Outgain Scots
The Bullets outgained the Scott in
scrimmage 103 yards to 86. Gettysburg made 8 first downs, Wooster six.
The hosts completed 7 out of 18
passes for 73 yards, while their Ohio
HAVE
guests completed but 4 out of 22 for
10 yards.
E X
The Scots suffered only one injury
Wayne Lykes defeated Earl Zeigler
in the Pennsylvania fray. Ray Hud3
in the finals of the college
son turned his knee on a fake, but he
tennis tournament. Play started about
will probably be back in there within
three weeks ago1 and these two battled several days. Coach Swigart is
Made By
giving
their way - through four rounds to his gridders plenty
of intensive pracearn the right to meet in the finals. tice this week for Saturday's MigraLykes was number two on the tennis
tion Day to Cleveland where the
team last spring.
Scotsmen meet a tough Case outfit.
Zeigler started off fast by taking a Wooster won her fim game with Man3
lead, but then bogged down and chester 13-Lykes rallied to tie the score at
SUMMARY
Camera and Gift Shop
Lykes then broke through Zeigler't WOOSTER
GETTYSBURG
service and took the remaining two Gernert
LB
Freese
E. Liberty at Bever Sts.
Zeigler again Boyer
games to win the set
LT
PHONE 16
started fast in the last set taking the Prentice
LG
Levens
first two games, but then Lykes ap- Jennings
C
Smith
plied the pressure and won handily Popa
RG
Emanuel
There .were no upsets in the Campbell
RT
Shumaker
RE
tournament as it went along true to Hudson
Burman
--

"

two-ye- ar

Sohnleiter Score

Starting the game, Kid Kate's kick-of- f
was taken by Stock on his own
19 yard stripe. After losing 10 yards,

six

in-- which

0

P

Ssvenlli BZzdh.,
Title Again:!
Sirong 5ih, 6ih

.

xomprisejheeanmeetingCasat
Cleveland this Saturday.

By-JO-

'

Cross-Countr-

i

1

,

Those unheralded distance runners,
y
the Scot
team, had their
first time trials yesterday. The first six
men who crossed the finish line will

Sees Black And
n i

I''

By AL MOIR

--

i

SANDWICHES

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

a Few

of the Things
You Can KNIT YOURSELF
Just

Make your loveliest Sports Clothes and, Aeories
fronTour Thriftily Priced, Fine Varna
x

SWEATERS
CARDIGANS
BOLEROS
-GLOVES
SOCKS

Our line of Needlework
is Complete

to

Free Instruction
ft AU Times

'!

Open 9 to 5:30
Saturday 9 to 9

v

;

UOOLCRAFT SCOP
--

?ubrsq:'

At Boyd iJrug Store

Phone

965-- W

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.

HIDING UNDER YOUR BED!
that is if you've this "UTILLO"

chect parked beneath you. Free-ru-n
mammoth
"
ning casters add to the convenience, rolls merrily out and
back again. 45 inches long, 19 inches wide,
inches deep.
"Hide-a-way-

Wood einforced

1.0Q

FREEDLANDERS

S E N

vo n s
.

'

Bever and North Sts.
'

Printed and Engraved Stationery

Index Pictures are now being made
Call 145 for an appointment

I

Dawson Studio
We Have Made College Portraits for 46 Yean
Upstairs

Phone 400

across from Hotel Wooster

and Corona
Portable Typewriters

L. C. Smith

.

We service all makes of typermters

r.

--
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Time Yorld Fellowship JDebates Attitude of a Christian
Timely Questio4 of Military Conscription
Conscription Calls Toward

Spanish' Teachers Fall Drama Gives
'Family Portrait' Hold Convention Novices Chance,

Fird Poaco

Assign Cast For

has been on the earth pacifists, are not liked very well right
the Christian's ever since man
'
'
used this tool.
now.
he
has
Attitude Toward Conscription?" This
subjectjwas
would
there
defense,
were
no
then thrown open
The
If there
was the topic discussed at World FelWill you b 21 years of age on lowship, Sunday, October 6, in Kauke be no war, nor any of its attendant to discussion. ' One of the questions
Wednesday, October 16?
lounge. Ralph Hamilton led the dis- evils. But, the leader stated, totalitar raised was: Is a man a good Christian
ianism would become universally su- if he breaks the law? Conscription
Will you be 35 years of age on cussion-.
Wednesday, October 16?
Is conscription justifiable? Should preme. That would include both racial is a part of the law. This! depends
Will you be between 21 and 35 those opposed to it be co&fSkmt to and sectarian persecutionsOpposi- - J however, on the difference' between
years of age on Wednesday, October act contrary to their own beliefs just tion would be of no avail becatj. w fml and religious law. The final
opinion - was that every Christian
16?
because the majority, says that they talitartanism feeds on opposition
should obey civil law unless it conChristian Attitude
Well if you are, my boy, onedjtet should? Is there no better method of
flicts with his religious beliefs.
leading
by
presented
follow
road
October
the
in
was
day,
16,
The above
to finding out what is right than
Seaboyer's-Gri- ll
which is the local choice of the majority of the peo up to the main question of the Chris
This discussion will be continued
headquarters for this country's com pie? How else could something be de- tian's attitude toward the draft. Ralph next Sunday at 9 a.m. in Kauke
pulsory draft registration. Conscrip- cided except by choice of the major- cited first that he feels that Jesus lounge.
tion is now required by law, with the ity? As Ralph said, we are now guided would not have justified something for

- "What Should

Voosler Students

Be

'

The Northern Ohio Chapter of the
Family Portrait", the second play American Association of Teachers of
of the year to be given by the Speech Spanish .will hold their fall meeting
department, will be presented in Tay- at the College Saturday noon, Octolor Auditorium, Thursday, Friday and ber 12 at Babcock Hall. Following a
Saturday evenings, Nov. 28, 19, and luncheon Senorita Acevedo will present a talk in Spanish on Porto Rico.
30, by a student cast of twenty-fivAcevedo is an exchange stuSenorita
The cast which waschosen Wednes-fnt- f,
from
dent
Puerto Rico" atBaldwin- October 9, is as followsiJMary,
the lead,- - Marilynn Johnston ; Joseph lallaceCollegejreachers oFSpbnish
Robert Thomas; Naomi, Bethel Boy-e- in both high schools and colleges in
Judah, Wayne Lykes; Mary Geop-tas- , northern Ohio are expected to be
Joan Campbell; Neba, Billie present. Miss Richardson, ' of the
Rhoads; Simon, Robert Marsh; James Spanish department, is m chsrgeof
Robert Arnold;
Mordecai, Frances arrangements.
Browne; Selima, Mary Wilcox; a disciple, Paul Gruber; Hepzibah, Lois
Lambie; Anna, Ruthmary Woolf;
Club
Rabbi Samuel, Aobett Haring; woman in Jerusalem, Corienne Coppock;
a girl at the well, Virginia Lee; Mary
of Magdala, Martha Stark; Esther,
A course not so well known on the
Alice Neff; Beulah, Margaret Ellis;
Math Club met at the home of Dr.
Wooster
and woman in wine shop, Eleanore
campus is the debate seminCharles O. Williamson Monday eve'
class which meets three times a week
Greata.
ar
ning at 5:45 for a picnic. Originally
under Professor Emerson Miller and
scheduled to take place on the back
from which comes Wooster's intercollawn, the picnic had to be indoors
legiate debaters.
because of the threatening weatherT,
This class is open only to upperclass
Besides a picnic lunch of hamburgers,
.the more persuasive type,
students,'
hot dogs, and potato salad the prowho
discuss
advanced topics in public
begun
Fortnightly
has
interestan.
gram, also consisted of several games.
speaking.
by
ing
new
present their questions
year
accepting
At
eleven
new
thirty-five
thirty
members
presThe
or
discussion
have not yet been sefor
members.
They
Grace
are
Ohki,
June
afforded
opportunity
the
of
ent were
Martha Milburn, Tom lected.
becoming better acquainted with- - Dr Whitmer,
conferenc- e- to " be " held at
Loyal F. Oilman and Mr. Melcher Bahler, Jim Baird, Jim Bean, John
Som-merBone,
Fissell,
William
Charles
Cleveland, October 12, instructors repP. Fobesnew members of the math
Jack -- Strang, and Jim Wise. resenting several colleges will meet to
department.
,
Alumni members who will ' continue select suitable questions for debating.
This year an . innovation is being
to be active in the club are Doris The colleges to be represented are
made in the governing of the club. At
Fetzer, Ruth Ihrig, Howard Shaw, Wooster, Oberlin, Western Reserve,
each meeting of the executive comHoward Smith, and Elizabeth Lar- Ohio Wesleyan, and Allegheny. Mr.
mittee two or three members from the
son.
Miller will be Wooster's representaclub at large will be invited 0 take
.The
program
for
the
"
year
coming
tive. After the questions have been
part; their vote will count equally will
stress American music and the selected, the group will limit their
with that of the regularly elected
element ofnationality. The plans in- discussion to these topics only.
'
members.
clude the production of ah American
opera,' while several programs will be
devoted to American music in other
Freshman Debaters
forms,
.'
New Stage of Campaign
The social chairman for the year Election of Officers
is Donna Jean Gault. Elizabeth
Commences in Cleveland
serve as the program chairFreshman Debate club will hold its
man, and John Mitchell as treasurer.
The season will be formally opened election of officers Monday evening,
Opening the church campaign of on October 21 when Professor
and October 14 in Taylor Hall.
Wooster's endowment - fund project Mrs. Rowe will entertain the club
The first meeting was held Monday,
at
will be a dinner at Wade Park Manor the annual dinner and initiation cere- October 7, under the direction of Mr.
in Cleveland on October 18. Dr. Wish-ar- t, monies to be held in the Conservatory. Emerson Miller, was for the purpose
Dr..Wlon M. Compton, and Dr.
of organization and explanation of
Arthur H. Compton will speak, and College Migrates
Case the functions of the club." Freshman
music will be furnished. by the faculty
t Continue A from Pige 1)
debate is similar tb a general public
ParmDaniel
composed
D.
of Mr.
stage at the Opera House. Wore im- speaking class, with round table distrio
elee, Mrs. Clarice P. Parmelee, and portant that these sidelights, however, cussions, pro and con debating, on
Mr. Stanley L. Dayis. Four hundred is the fact that we beat Case that day, important current events and other
Presbyterians from the Cleveland Pres- 19-and went on to win the state title questions which the club finds interbytery will be among the guests. So- in football. So on to Cleveland and esting. The club tries to get each
liciting will start in earnest after, this let our slogan be that old favorite of member up on his feet to give an
the college menu "Smear Case!"
important meeting.
opinion on some question.'
e.

--

--

passageftheBurWadswo3ill lhywhatthelargest
last month, and next Wednesday has
been set aside nationally for the registration of draft eligible!.

-

umber people think, but they may not be
the best advised of our people.
The. conscription in effect right
now is for the defense of our country.
This is, of course, assuming that the
nation will be invaded and that it
should be defended. ' "
of--ourleve-

one-ju-

ry

As you already know, college students won't be "entering the army next
week because of this law, but 'they may
. be expected to be called up with the
completion of this school year. The
Defense or Peace
actual wording of the law regarding
The consequences of these assump-tion- s
students is this: "If the registrant is a
are; first, that if the people are
stuaentwho has entered upon the trained under conscription, our coun.
regular college course during 19W, try will be defended; and second, if
his induction shall, at his request be conscription training continues, we
deferred until the completion of the will become a military-mindepeople.
1940-4- 1
academic year or until July This second point brings up the
1, 1941, .which ever occurs first. If a thought
that we won't have a peace-l- b
- registrant isteacher or member of
ving "country" byT training inert ""to
the staff he may after completing his fight.
.
service ask for his former job. If he
After discussing the consequences
applies to his employer within forty
of defense, the consequences of
days of his discharge from the service,
were taken up. In presenting
the employer is compelled to reinstate them, the leader
put forth this queshim to his former position with the tion: Is violence necessary in the
same seniority, ranking, pay, or other world today?He pointed out . that
benefits unless the employer's circum- ,
- stances have so changed
as to make
. it impossible to do so."
All who register in Wooster although they live elsewhere will have
- their cards transferred to the
Physics Club
which does have jurisdiction
October 24, the
over thsnu Those selected ferthe I OnZTAursday,
draft will be paid at the rate of 21 Physics club will hold an open meetper month for the first four months ing in Taylor Hall. Dr. Phillips
and $30 per month for the remainder Thomas, guest lecturer from t h e
of their service. Service will be lim Westinghouse Electric Company, will
ited to one year unless Congress de- demonstrate and; discuss such new
termines that the national security re- developments as the electric eye, the
musical light, and photoelasticity. Sigquires an extension of this time.
ma Pi Sigma inivtes all who are in
terested to attend this meeting.
.

d

--

non-defen-

se

-

bexausejJiealority

st

says so.- Christ was opposed to violence
-

in any form. Perhaps He could see far
enough ahead to see that
was the best' way to the best end.
non-violen-

ce

But conscription has already been
established in this country. It is really
not important now what we think
about it, but what we are going to do
.
about it.
There are two courses of action
open to us, it was decided. We can
be good Christians and 'obey the law,
as good Christians should, or some of
us can become conscientious objectors.
One could choose the first course,
n
but In connection with that; this
was raised: Should one do something that is against his principles
just because he feels that he owes it to
his fellowmen, or because he feels that
he owes it to his government?
Conscientious objectors will not be
very popular, it was suggested, because
--

--

ues-tio-

BULLETIN BRIEFS

com-niuni-

International Club

ty

International Club held ' its first
meeting last Wednesday in Babcock
basement. Manlynn Johnston was elected president. Committees for the year
were chosen and plans fort a membership drive were made. Membership
blanks may be obtained in the library.
The next meeting will be October
16, in Babcock basement.

Soph. Court Prosecutes

Choir

(Continued from Page 1)

not to

be' over looked.

For minor

of-

fenses, sentences of
and
answering of phones were meted out.
Girls who "forgot" hats remembered
to wear curlers or pigtails the next
day. No make-u- p
on Fridays is one
of the unwritten laws of the court and
went into effect in several variations!
"'. Members of the court
vary from
. week to week and are chosen by
a
standing committee of four elected by
sophomore girls. .
bed-makin-

Girls Chorus

g

Westminster Choir elected officers

Girl's Chorus met for .the first time
for the coming year at their rehearsal
this year on Tuesday afternoon, Ocon Wednesday, October 9 with the
tober. 1. The. chorus is working now
following results: Paul Stewart, preson a secular program to surpass all
ident; Don Spencer,
previous programs. The annual conJohn Mellin, treasurer; Jane Robincert will be given before spring vaca.

vice-presiden-

t;

son, secretary; Louise Stewart, social
tion.
chairman,1 and George Mulder, librarOfficers who will assist the director,
ian.
Miss Eve Roine Richmond, in successfully completing this program are:
Corporation
Barbara Hogg, president; Ruth Haass
.

THE

Martha Milburn, secTHE Corporation, at a meeting held retary and treasurer; and Nina Parry
vice-preside-

FULL COURSE MEALS

Seaboyer's Grill

nt,

.

'-- After

QUALITY CLEANING
Suits and Overcoats

:

59c

CITY TAXI

Forum

Phone 812

The Wayne County

, -- Rational

Bank

Public Square and W. Liberty

-

Officers
B:

.

&'LApEsWnF

P. C. FIRESTONE, Vice. Pres.
ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier
MYERS, Ass't Cashier

A- -

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier

Trust Officers
DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
ROBERT R. WOODS,
Trust Officer
WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

E. S. LANDES

C DIX
P.

C FIRESTONE
C.
i

j

Forlnighlly Iniliates
Eleven Music Lovers

.

Ata

s,

L. LANDES
DAVID TAGGART
EDMUND SECREST
J. D. OVERHOLT

--

Lor-sonwi-

held
Y. M. Cr A. meeting
Wednesday, October 16 at 7:00 p.m
in Douglass lounge, Jim Cannell, one
of Kenarden's presidents, will explain
the Kenarden system.
Immediately following this talk, the
freshmen will elect officers for the
coming year to -- take - charge of the
programs.
.
Bob-- West and Jim Mumaw will
continue as upperclass advisors.
--

is-to--

be

'

MEMBBR
Corporation

Federal Reserve System '

:

bothheudiencerKl-they-rdiscpYet-

r;

that they are all bound for either
Heaven or Hell.
The cast for this play consists of
some experienced - as - well - as - some
entirely new players in accordance
with the plan of the Speech- - department to give everyone a chance. The
will play prominent roles,'
and those who ' have had leads in
previous years will take the minor
new-come-

rs

'

parts.

The crew for this performance is
composed of some of the freshman
players of last year as well as a part
of the class in play production.

Applicants for Symphony
Exceed Previous Number
The Wooster Symphony this year
for a number of years.
There are 108 applicants of which
is the largest

number only 85 can be accepted. Plans'
are being made for a big Cleveland
broadcasting trip again this year. The
dates set for the' first and last appear,
ances are December 18 and April 23,
The first program will be made up of ,
hits through the last 25 years and
the program for their last appearance
which, will close the
concerts for this school year will be "All
American".

.

co-operati-

ve

'..''

0,

'

osby

Wooster Country Club Dream Comes Nearer to Reality
As Our College Athletes Revel in Pampered Luxury
During the late summer between
three' and four hundred dollars worth
of equipment pertinent to the treatment of injuries received by those
participating in athletics at the college
was procured. This" consists of infrared lamps, a contrast-batunit, rubbing tables, and the like. There was
also a change made in the situation of
the offices of the coaching staff in
order to allow a full room to be given
over to the training division alone.- h

-

since been remade into a training
quarters for the athletic department
clicntel. - The installation of the apparatus acquired this summer is going
forward as rapidly as possible.
Simplifies Treatment

wHswbA
gl,,'

5.00

Wooster College athletes. And though
all this may be modern equipment, the
ofjnstallation--jspracticall-

Office Renovated
The retirement of Coach Boles as
active head of the football coaching
staff left vacant a position which has
been adequately filled by Coach Swig-arbut during the summer the athletic "department-renovate- dits office
system to allow for the installation of
a more complete and efficient train
ing unit. This was accomplished by
building a supply room in the north
4of -- producing instantaneous - changes
hall of the gymnasium-clearin"out
all excess' material in the old supply in temperature of the bath from ice
room, which till recently had- - oc- water to boiling, a treatment benecupied the center west .wing of the ficial in restoring
proper circulation
gym between the office of the junior
to injured muscles and the like; the
members of the coaching staff and the
women's locker room, shifting the said galvanic unit covers electrical treats
office to that location thus left vacant ment for injuries short ofjhosejieed-- .
the north-wes- t
corner room which has tng hospitalization; and the new rub- -

af-for-

Gives You Fashion Points

'
v
.'
.'.'
Before the Game Clothes that should make you a stand-ou- t,
in the grandstand and in the celebrations that follow the game. u

Attractive Styles at Attractive prices

s'
handsome pew
that make you stand out
super-brogue-

High" tide of the trend to burly"
shoes
as "right" as they are
rugged.
MANY OTHER STYLES

ds

AI1S TE n
SHOE STORE

d

--

t

h

g

MEN'S SHIRJ SALE
$100
.

;

Fabrics Usually Tailored into 1.65, 2.00
and even

3.50 Shirts

Nylons for Dances, and

You will find every conceirableityleand fabric

KNEE SOCKS

Included are many imported clothes.

For Sport
39c - 50c - 69c
Choose terry knit socks at
39c and 50c, or rayon, woot
and rabbit hair at 69c.

Choice of autumn colors.
'We have everything you'll
want in socks and stockings.

'

All Guaranteed Fast Color
Sizes

Neck

14-- 9

The ANNAT Go

Sleeve

32-3-

5

M. O'Neil Shop
142 EAST LARWILL ST.

'

I

y

takenareft

t,

J

3i';

n

bing tables afford a comfort to the
victim of the trainer's, choice which
has hitherto been unknown to ' the

cost
nil,
This additional equipment hot only
college
for
plumbers
will
rig the units.
simplifies the treatment of injuries incurred by player in practice or on the
With the exceptions of the paraffin
field for the coaching staff and for
bath and the rotary hot bath, the new
the suffering individuals, but it( also
"Athletic Medical Division", presided
allows for the treatment of injuries
of a nature which have to date neces- over by the latest addition to coachsarily teen
Hygeia ing staff, Mr; William Schroeder,
Hall. This will do away with much
to the Wooster athlerfTuIly as
of the waiting line there for infra much
protection as that given his
red and other heat treatments. The
brother
in o u r neighboring institu- four infra-relames now installs '
VniveriitY
thegym adequately" serve their desigj !!L..?.-.S"nated duty; the baker supplies the
necessary dry heat the contrast-batunit with its forty gallon compression
tank and other accessories is capable

-

',"'

:

to

Professor and Mrs. A. A. Johnston
of 419 Pearl Street will entertain
sociology majors at their home on
Monday, October 14' at 7:30 p.m.
The meeting will-- be a social affair
with entertainment being provided by
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Parmelee of the
music department,

'

Federal Deposit Insurance

department in Taylor Hall the evenings of October 24, 27, and 26.
''Outward Bound" is a mystery play
in which a group of people find themselves aboard an ocean liner bound
for some unknown destination. Later

ll

Silk Stockings for Classes,

Next to SchineV

,

"

BE U L A II DEC HTEL
.

Hold

.

J

.

-

Under Prof. Miller.

Sociology Seminar

Upperclass women's forum will
hear a review of the 2nd chapter of
the book, "Six Ways in Which Mod- em Man May Fray , during their
weekly meeting on Sunday, October
13. Discussion in the forum will be led
by the sponsor, Mrs. Winford Sharp,

j

Y. M. C. A. Meeting

1.

Mrs. Sharp's Forum

Directors
E.

Sophomore fewm

Mrs. Freas who is on furlough from
her missionary work in the Belgian
Congo will speak to the Sophomore
Forum Sunday, October 13. The Forum meets every Sunday at 9:45 a.m.
in Kauke lounge. Because there have
already been several extremely interesting discussions, all sophomores are
urged to rise a little earlier and shine
a little sooner on Sunday morning in
order to attend the meeting.

E. C. DIX, Vice President

J.

d

s

Debate Class Meets

"Outward Bound" the play which
has been a great rise of interest among
little theatre groups has grown considerably in popularity on the Wooster campus within the last few weeks.
It will be presented by the Speech

nt;

Wednesday,. October 8, eelcted the and Marion Smith, advisors.
following officers: president, Carleton
Cummings;
Reid Bloch-er- ;
secretary, Dorothy Booher; treaPembroke
surer, Don McCarley.
the election of officers, there
was a discussion of the present war
Pembroke Literary Society will meet
situation.
in lower Babcock from 6:45 until
7:30 p.m. next Thursday! October
17. At the meeting last week which
Freshman
was held in the apartment of Dean
.Election of officers will be held at Rachel MacKenzie, Professor F. W.
Moore discussed the language of poe
the next meeting of Freshman Forum
The group considered attending
on Sunday, October 14 in the Athen-ea- n try.
a play in Cleveland this fall and de
room in Kauke Hall with John
cided on "There 'Shall be no Night'
Mellin in charge. The program which
with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontaine
is to follow will consist of a devotional
as their first choice.
meeting-tiJed-b- y Lynn Eddy-anVance Mitchell, and will be concluded with several musical selections.
vice-preside-

Maih
Picnics,
At Williamson Home
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PHONE 728

MISS RUTH SNYDER, Assistant
MRS. EARL SNYDER, Representative
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